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MORE AND MORE, MOBILE COM-
munications comes to company sites through
local, typically indoor, wireless communi-
cation networks. No cabling is required, and
employees can be reached anytime, any-
where at the site. However, planning wire-
less networks is quite different from planning
traditional wire-based networks.

Planning must take into account the
specifics of radio wave propagation at the
installation site. Current systems are cellular
in that a base station (that is, a sender or
transmitter) controls the links to the trans-
ceivers. A radio cell is the volume that a sin-
gle base station covers, usually tens of cubic
meters. Buildings require multicellular sys-
tems because walls and floors absorb part of
the radio signal.

Today, an experienced salesperson esti-
mates the number and positioning of base
stations. To help the salesperson, Siemens
has compiled a set of guidelines based on
typical scenarios. However, a scenario might
not always apply, and the approach does not
handle positioning the base stations well.

Computer-aided planning can help ease the
difficulties of planning. Toward that end, we
have developed Popular (Planning of Pico-
cellular Radio). Given the building’s blueprint

and information about the wall and ceiling
materials, Popular quickly computes the min-
imal number of base stations and their location.

Modeling picocellular radio

Radio wave propagation suffers mainly
from

• attenuation (weakening) of the signal
caused by distance,

• shadowing (absorption) through obsta-
cles,

• multipath propagation caused by reflec-
tion and diffraction,

• interference with other base stations, and
• motion in the radio field (the Doppler

effect).

Figure 1 shows an example of the resulting
path loss over distance on a logarithmic
scale. At six and nine meters, walls weaken
the signal.

The COST (European Cooperation in the
Field of Scientific and Technical Research)
Propagation Models Subgroup proposed this
path-loss model:1

(1)

where

• LP is the total path loss in dB,
• L1m is the path loss one meter from the

base station,
• n is the propagation factor,
• d is the distance between the base station

and receiver,
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THE POPULAR PROTOTYPE LETS USERS COMPUTE THE

MINIMAL NUMBER OF BASE STATIONS AND THEIR LOCATION,
GIVEN A BLUEPRINT OF THE INSTALLATION SITE AND

INFORMATION ABOUT THE WALL AND CEILING MATERIALS.



• ki is the number of floors of kind i in the
propagation path,

• Fi is the attenuation factor of one floor of
kind i,

• pj is the number of walls of kind j in the
propagation path, and

• Wj is the attenuation factor of one wall of
kind j.

The model is based on the power balance of
wireless transmission. It combines a dis-
tance-dependent term with correction factors
for extra path loss caused by the building’s
floors and walls in the propagation path.

However, this path-loss model does not

take into account reflection and thus multi-
path effects. Even with sufficient receiver
sensitivity, a radio link could fail because of
fading and too many bit errors that result
from it. So, we introduced a fading reserve
(fade margin). We also extended the model
to take into account an antenna’s directional
effect, because antennas do not beam with
the same energy in every direction.

Planning in Popular

While working at the European Computer-
Industry Research Centre (ECRC) in 1995,

we implemented in a few months an initial
prototype in the Eclipse constraint-logic pro-
gramming language.2 Eclipse includes a
library for Constraint Handling Rules,3 a
high-level language extension to implement
arbitrary constraint systems. The prototype
is part of the demo suite of Eclipse 3.4. Based
on this prototype, Jörg-Rainer Molwitz, a
student from the University of Aachen,
implemented the Popular tool within one
man-year while at Siemens.

To give Popular a building’s description,
the user scans in the blueprint. Popular’s
interface lets the user redraw walls and ceil-
ings and specify an attenuation factor for
each. To compute the minimal number of
base stations and their location, Popular first
simulates radio wave propagation. It then
optimizes the number of base stations needed
to cover the whole building.

Radio cell simulation. Popular uses test
points to compute the building’s characteris-
tics. Each test point represents a possible
receiver position. Popular places the test points
on a 3D grid inside the volume to be covered.
Each floor of the building has one such layer
of test points (see Figure 2). For each test
point, Popular calculates the radio cell that
would cover it. If the test grid is sufficiently
small (several per square meter), we can
expect that if two neighboring test points are
covered, the space in between—and hence the
whole building—can also be covered.

To simulate the propagation of radio waves
through the building’s walls and ceilings, Pop-
ular uses ray tracing. To get to the point of
minimal sensitivity (that is, the maximal per-
missible path loss), the simulation must fol-
low each path through the whole building (see
Figure 3). The maximal permissible path loss
comprises the antenna attenuation in the path’s
direction, the path loss caused by the distance,
and the insertion losses caused by intersec-
tions of the path with walls and floors. The
resulting end points describe the radio cell’s
hull. To speed up the simulation, we use binary
(dichotomy) search to find each ray’s thresh-
old location. For each test point, Popular com-
putes 128 rays.

The radio cell will usually be oddly
shaped, because the coverage is not a smooth
or even differentiable function. The received
power at a single point might exhibit dis-
continuities because of tiny changes in the
base station location—for example, a move
around a corner can cause an entirely differ-
ent pattern of transmitted rays. This is why
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Figure 1. Path loss with additional attenuation caused by walls at six and nine meters.
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Figure 2. Grid of test points in a building.



we cannot express the path-loss formula as
a constraint and why we must use ray trac-
ing. The coverage that can be computed is an
approximation—that is, limited in accu-
racy—and small interferences can be
neglected. For example, we do not calculate
the effect of every piece of furniture.

In practice, the base stations are installed
at the same height at each floor, on the ceil-
ing or on the walls. So, on each floor, the pos-
sible space of locations for base stations is
on a single plane. This plane intersects with
the radio cells, reducing them from a poly-
eder to a series of connected polygons, one
for each floor (see Figure 4).

Constraint-based optimization. For each
resulting polygon, we impose the constraint
that it must contain at least one base station
(geometrically speaking, a point). Then, we
try to find locations that are in as many poly-
gons as possible at the same time. So, a base
station at one of these locations will cover
several test points at once. Thus, we constrain
the possible locations to be in the intersec-
tions of the polygons covered. In this way,
we compute a first solution.

Next, to minimize the number of base sta-
tions, we use a branch-and-bound method.
This method repeatedly searches for a solu-
tion with a smaller number of base stations
until it finds the minimal number.

To implement the constraint solver, we
used Constraint Handling Rules. CHR is
essentially a committed-choice language
consisting of multiheaded guarded rules that
rewrite constraints into simpler ones until
they are solved.

In a first attempt restricted to two dimen-
sions, we approximated a polygon by a sin-
gle rectangle. The 2D coordinates are of the
form X#Y; rectangles are orthogonal to the
coordinate system and are represented by a
pair composed of their left-lower- and right-
upper-corner coordinates. For each polygon,
we simply impose the constraint inside
(Sender, Rectangle), where Sender

refers to a point that must be inside the
Rectangle.

Figure 5a shows the CHR code for the
inside constraint. The first rule (named
not_empty) says that the constraint in-
side(S, XL#YL - XR#YU) is only valid if
the condition XL < XR, YL < YU is ful-
filled, so that the rectangle has a nonempty
area. The intersect rule says that if a base
station’s location S is constrained by two
inside constraints to be in two rectangles

at once, we can replace these two constraints
by a single inside constraint whose rectan-
gle is computed as the intersection of the two
initial rectangles.

To compute a solution, after we have set
up the inside constraints, we try to equate
as many base stations as possible. (We call
this the labeling phase of the constraint com-
putation). A simple way to do this is the
recursive procedure in Figure 5b. For each
base station S, the piece of code (mem-
ber(S, L) or true) either nondetermin-
istically equates Swith one of the remaining
base stations in the list L using the member
constraint or does not do so (true). Equating
base stations causes the intersect rule to
fire with the constraints associated with the
base stations.

This labeling procedure constrains a base
station’s location more and more, so the
intersect rule fires again and again until
the rectangle becomes very small and finally
empty. Then, the not_empty rule fires and
causes failure, thereby initiating chronolog-
ical backtracking that will lead to another
choice.

This heuristic for equating base stations
works efficiently because it takes advantage
of the problem’s geometric nature and
equates base stations from polygons associ-
ated with nearby test points first. The opti-
mization produces a few base stations con-
strained to be inside some small rectangle.

In just 10 minutes, we extended this solver
to work with the union of rectangles, which
lets it describe the polygon with any desired
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precision (see Figure 5c). This corresponds to
a disjunctive constraint of the form in-

side(S, R1) or inside(S, R2) or...

or inside(S, Rn), which is more com-
pactly implemented as inside(S, [R1,
R2, ..., Rn]). In the figure, Geom stands
for “geometrical object.”

We can quickly adapt this solver to work
with geometric objects other than rectangles
by changing the definition of intersect_
geom/3. Also, the lifting to three dimensions
amounted to just adding a third coordinate and
code analogous to the code for the first two
dimensions. The solver’s simplicity does not
mean primitiveness or triviality. Rather, it illus-
trates CHR’s power, because implementing the
functionality in a hard-wired black-box solver
would be quite difficult.

However, the initial nondisjunctive case
already has problems: Finite domains are in
principle applicable; however, coordinates
would have to be rounded to integers. Also,
we found that for our application, Eclipse’s
built-in finite-domain solver was slightly
slower than the CHR implementation. Using
linear polynomial constraints would be
overkill and thus inefficient. Interval arith-
metic4 can express the required constraints
more adequately—even when we move from
rectangles to geometric objects that are
described by nonlinear equations. However,

the disjunctive geometric constraints that we
used would require recasting using auxiliary
variables, which is expensive, is error-prone,
and limits the amount of propagation.

Performance

For a typical office building, Popular finds
an optimal placement within a few minutes.
This is impressive because we implemented
everything (including ray tracing and a
graphical user interface) in a constraint-logic
programming language. The CLP code is
approximately 4,000 lines, with more than
half of it for graphics and the user interface.
The overall quality of the placements pro-
duced is comparable to those produced by a
human expert. Placement precision is within
0.7 meters. It is influenced by the underlying
path-loss model with its fading reserve, by
the number of rays used in the simulation,
and by the approximation of radio cells by
unions of rectangles.

While the simulation phase has linear
complexity in the number of test points, the
optimization phase has theoretically expo-
nential complexity. Our practical experience
shows, however, that the actual complexity
is much lower. As we mentioned earlier, we
speed up ray tracing by limiting the number

of rays to 128 and using binary search for
each ray’s threshold. The labeling benefits
from heuristics that take into account the
problem’s geometric nature. The average
runtime on a Sun SparcStation 10 was almost
linear in the number of walls and test points,
with about 25 milliseconds per wall or test
point. In a big building, this number might
reach several thousand milliseconds, result-
ing in computation times of about a minute
for placement of up to 25 base stations.

The CHR library allowed rapid, flexible,
and efficient implementation of the neces-
sary constraints. It let us extend the applica-
tion from rectangles to unions of rectangles
and from 2D to 3D. Also, restricting the base
station locations to walls or near ceilings or
to aisles for ease of installation and mainte-
nance was just a matter of constraining the
base station positions to the union of the
allowed spaces.

POPULAR HAS RAISED SOME COM-
mercial interest. We intend to apply our
approach to plan sender locations for last-
mile telecommunications and for outdoor
mobile communication where obstacles are
numerous—for example, in mountainous ter-
rain. These problems are on a much larger
scale than that of the problem presented in
this article, so their characteristics are differ-
ent. However, we are confident that the con-
straint approach will also be useful here.
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Further reading and related work
This article is a revised version of a previous paper1 and is a companion paper to another

paper2 that does not describe the implementation but concentrates on the model used and its
features. Kim Marriott and Peter Stuckey provide a complete introduction to constraint pro-
gramming3; Mark Wallace has written a survey on its applications.4

Taking advantage of state-of-the-art techniques for programmable application-oriented con-
straint solving, Popular was among the first practical tools that could optimally plan wireless
communication networks. While we were working on Popular, Steven Fortune and his col-
leagues were developing the WiSE tool,5 which has exactly the same functionality. WiSE com-
prises approximately 7,500 lines of C++. For optimization, it uses an adaptation of the Nelder-
Mead direct-search method that optimizes the percentage of the building covered. WiSE is
patented; Lucent Technologies has used it commercially since 1997 to plan their Definity Wire-
less Business System/PWT (Personal Wireless Telecommunications). Dimitrios Stamatelos and
Anthony Ephremides have developed another approach that uses the Nelder-Mead method for
continuous space and Hopfield neural networks for modeling in discrete space.6 They also
briefly mention a tool called IWNDT, which is programmed in C.
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